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TOPOLOGICAL EXPANSION IN DYNKIN TYPE ISOMORPHISMS FOR
MATRIX VALUED FIELDS
TITUS LUPU
Abstract. We consider Gaussian fields of symmetric or Hermitian matrices over an electri-
cal network, and describe how Dynkin type isomorphisms with random walks for these fields
make appear topological expansions encoded by ribbon graphs. A particular case of this, in
continuum, is that of a Dyson’s Brownian motion for β equal to 1 or 2. We further consider
matrix valued Gaussian fields twisted by an orthogonal or unitary connection. In this case the
isomorphisms make appear traces of holonomies of the connection along random walk loops
parametrized by cycles of ribbon graphs.
1. Introduction
There is a family of identities, usually referred to as ”isomorphism theorems”, that relate the
square of a Gaussian free field (GFF) to the occupation times of symmetric Markov process
(random walk on an electrical network, Brownian motion, etc.). One usually cites the Dynkin’s
isomorphism [Dyn84a, Dyn84b], who expressed it for
E
” 2qź
k“1
φpxkqF pφ2{2q
ı
,
φ being a GFF. Dynkin’s identity is related to earlier works of Symanzik [Sym65, Sym66, Sym69]
in Euclidean Quantum Field Theory and of Brydges, Fro¨hlich and Spencer [BFS82] on spin
systems. Subsequently, other versions of isomorphism theorems appeared, such as Eisenbaum’s
isomorphism [Eis95], generalized Ray-Knight theorems [EKM`00], Sznitman’s isomorphism for
random interlacements [Szn12a] and Le Jan’s isomorphism for Markovian loop-soups [LJ11].
We refer to [MR06, Szn12b] for a survey on these.
More recently, new directions have been opened in the topic, such as relating the sign of a
scalar free field to Markovian trajectories [Lup16, Zha18], connecting in dimension 2 the isomor-
phism theorems to the Schramm-Loewner Evolution [Lup19, QW15, ALS18] or isomorphisms
relating hyperbolic or spherical fields to interacting random walks [BHS18, BHS19] (see also
[DSZ10, ST15]).
A particular extension that we will use in this paper is that by Kassel and Le´vy who considered
vector valued GFFs twisted by an orthogonal or unitary connection [KL16]. In this setting
isomorphism theorems make appear the holonomy of the connection along the random walks.
Holonomies along random walk or Brownian loops have been also studied in [LJ17, LJ16].
In this paper we will consider fields of random Gaussian matrices, symmetric or Hermitian,
on an electrical network. These are matrix valued GFFs. The matrix above any vertex of the
network is proportional to a GOE matrix, in the symmetric case, or a GUE matrix, in the
Hermitian case. One context where such fields have been studied is that of Dyson’s Brownian
motion (dimension one, continuum).
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Here we will write an isomorphism for
(1.1)
A´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´ α1`¨¨¨`αlź
k“α1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1
Φpxkq
¯¯
F pTrpΦ2q{2q
E
β,n
,
where Φ is the matrix valued GFF, β P t1, 2u, n is the size of the matrices, α1, . . . , αmpαq are
positive integers with |α| :“ α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αmpαq even, and x1, . . . , x|α| vertices on the network.
By taking the xk-s equal inside each of the trace, we get a product of symmetric polynomials
in the eigenvalues. By expanding the traces and the product above, one can write a Dynkin’s
isomorphism for each of the terms of the sum. However, one gets many different terms that give
identical contributions, many terms with contributions that cancel out, being of opposite sign,
and many terms that give zero contribution. By regrouping the terms surviving to cancellation
into powers of n, one gets a combinatorial structure known as topological expansion. The terms
of the expansion correspond to ribbon graphs with mpαq vertices, obtained by pairing and gluing
|α| ribbon half-edges. Each gluing may be straight or twisted. The power of n is then given by
the number of cycles formed by the borders of the ribbons. It can be also expressed in terms of
genera of compact surfaces, orientable or not.
The topological expansion has been introduced by ’t Hooft for the study of Quantum Chromo-
dynamics [tH74], and further developed by Bre´zin, Itzykson, Parisi and Zuber [BIPZ78, IZ80].
Nowadays there is a broad, primarily physics literature on this topic. In particular, topological
expansion of one matrix or several matrix integrals is used for the enumeration of maps on
surfaces and other graphical objects [BIZ80, Zvo97, LZ04, Eyn16]. Compared to the case of
one matrix integrals, where each ribbon edge comes only with a scalar weight, in our setting
each ribbon edge will be associated to a measure on random walk paths between two vertices
xk and xk1 on the network. For a gentle introduction to the topological expansion we refer to
Zvonkin [Zvo97], and for a more advanced one to the lecture notes by Eynard, Kimura and
Ribault [EKR18].
We will further extend our framework and consider matrix valued free fields twisted by a
connection of orthogonal (β “ 1) or unitary (β “ 2) matrices. We rely for this on results of
Kassel and Le´vy for twisted vector valued GFFs [KL16]. If pΦ is the twisted matrix valued GFF
and ppλ1, . . . , pλnq its fields of eigenvalues, then the isomorphism for
Ampαqź
l“1
´ nÿ
i“1
pλipxαlqαl¯F´12
nÿ
i“1
pλ2i¯E
β,n
involves a topological expansion where instead of n to the power the number of cycles in a
ribbon graph appears a product of traces of holonomies of the connection, one per each cycle
of the ribbon graph. The holonomies are taken along loops made of concatenated random walk
paths.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our main results and the back-
ground necessary for stating them. The proofs are postponed to Section 3. In Subsection 2.1
we recall the original Dynkin’s isomorphism, and in Subsection 2.2 that of Kassel and Le´vy.
In Subsection 2.3 we introduce the ribbon graphs and the related combinatorial objects. In
Subsection 2.4 we recall how the moments of the GOE and GUE (one matrix integrals) are
expressed using ribbon graphs. In Subsection 2.5 we introduce the matrix valued free fields
(without connection). We state our results for these. Theorem 2.6 gives the isomorphism for
1.1. Theorem 2.7 contains a more general version where one intertwines deterministic matrices
in the product of Φpxkq-s. In Subsection 2.6 we give the isomorphism for matrix valued GFFs
twisted by a connection (Theorem 2.8). Section 3 contains the proofs, those of Theorems 2.6 and
2.7 in Subsection 3.1, that of Theorem 2.8 in Subsection 3.2. Section 4 contains an extension
of Theorem 2.6 to the Dyson’s Brownian motion with β P t1, 2u (Proposition 4.1).
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2. Preliminaries and main statements
2.1. Dynkin’s isomorphism. Let G “ pV,Eq be an undirected connected graph, with V finite
or countable, and all vertices x P V of finite degree. We do not allow multiple edges or self-
loops. Edges tx, yu P E are endowed with conductances Cpx, yq “ Cpy, xq ą 0. There also
may be a killing measure pκpxqqxPV , with κpxq ě 0. G will be further referred to as electrical
network. Let Xt be the Markov jump process to nearest neighbors with jump rates given by
the conductances. Xt is also killed by κ. We assume that Xt is transient, which implies in case
V is finite that κ is not uniformly zero. Let ζ P p0,`8s be the first time Xt explodes to `8 or
gets killed by κ. If this does not happen in finite time, ζ “ `8.
Let pGpx, yqqx,yPV be the Green’s function:
Gpx, yq “ Gpy, xq “ EX0“x
” ż ζ
0
1Xt“ydt
ı
.
Let ptpx, yq be the transition probabilities of pXtq0ďtăζ . Then ptpx, yq “ ptpy, xq and
Gpx, yq “
ż `8
0
ptpx, yqdt.
Let Px,yt be the bridge probability measure from x to y, where one conditions by t ă ζ. Let µx,y
be the following measure on paths from x to y in finite time:
(2.1) µx,ypdγq “
ż `8
0
Px,yt pdγqptpx, yqdt.
µx,y has total mass Gpx, yq. The image of µx,y by time reversal is µy,x.
In general, for a path γ and x P V , Lpγq will denote the occupation field of γ,
Lpγqpxq “
ż T pγq
0
1γptq“xdt,
where T pγq is the life-time of the path.
The Gaussian free field (GFF) pφpxqqxPV will denote here the centered Gaussian process with
covariance
Erφpxqφpyqs “ Gpx, yq.
If V is finite, the distribution of pφpxqqxPV is given by
(2.2)
1
p2pi detGq 12 CardpV q exp
´
´ 1
2
ÿ
xPV
κpxqϕpxq2´ 1
2
ÿ
tx,yuPE
Cpx, yqpϕpyq ´ϕpxqq2
¯ź
xPV
dϕpxq.
The Dynkin’s isomorphism [Dyn84a, Dyn84b] relates the square of the GFF pφpxq2qxPV and
the measures on paths µx,y. This is related to earlier works of Symanzik [Sym65, Sym66, Sym69]
and Brydges, Fro¨hlich and Spencer [BFS82]. For more on isomorphism theorems, see [MR06,
Szn12b].
Theorem 2.1 (Dynkin’s isomorphism [Dyn84a, Dyn84b]). Let q P Nzt0u, x1, x2, . . . , x2q P V
and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R. Then
E
” 2qź
k“1
φpxkqF pφ2{2q
ı
“
ÿ
partitions of
t1,...,2qu
in pairs
tta1,b1u,...,taq ,bquu
ż
γ1,...γq
E
”
F pφ2{2`Lpγ1q` ¨ ¨ ¨`Lpγqqq
ı qź
i“1
µxai ,xbi pdγiq,
where the sum runs over the p2qq!{p2qq!q partitions of t1, . . . , 2qu in pairs.
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2.2. Dynkin’s isomorphism for the Gaussian free field twisted by a connection. In
[KL16] Kassel and Le´vy introduced the vector valued GFF twisted by an orthogonal/unitary
connection, and generalized the Dynkin’s isomorphism to this case. Here we will do a less
abstract, more computational presentation of the same object.
For simplicity, we will assume that the graph G is finite and that the killing measure pκpxqqxPV
is not uniformly zero. Let d P N, d ě 2. We consider that each undirected edge in E consists
of two directed edges of opposite direction. We consider a family of dˆ d orthogonal matrices
pUpx, yqqtx,yuPE , with
Upy, xq “ Upx, yqT “ Upx, yq´1, @tx, yu P E,
MT denoting the transpose of a matrix M . pUpx, yqqtx,yuPE is our connection on the vector
bundle with base space G and fiber Rd.
Given a nearest neighbor oriented discrete path γ “ py1, y2, . . . , yjq, the holonomy of U along
γ is the product
holU pγq “ Upy1, y2qUpy2, y3q . . .Upyj´1, yjq.
If the path γ is a nearest neighbor path parametrized by continuous time, and does only a finite
number of jumps, the holonomy holU pγq is defined as the holonomy along the discrete skeleton
of γ. ÐÝγ will denote the time-reversal of a path γ. We have that
(2.3) holU pÐÝγ q “ holU pγqT “ holU pγq´1.
A connection is said flat, if for any closed path γ (i.e. loop, i.e. path having the same starting
and endpoint), holU pγq “ Id (the dˆ d identity matrix).
The Green’s function associated to the connection U , GU is a function from V ˆV to RdbRd
(i.e. the dˆ d matrices with real entries), with the entries given by
GUijpx, yq “
ż
γ
holUijpγqµx,ypdγq, x, y P V, i, j P t1, . . . , du,
where the measure on paths µx,ypdγq is given by (2.1). Since the image of µx,y by time reversal
is µy,x, and because of (2.3), we have that
GUijpx, yq “ GUjipy, xq, GUijpx, xq “ GUjipx, xq.
i.e. GU px, yqT “ GU py, xq and GU px, xq is symmetric. GU can be seen as a symmetric linear
operator on pRdqV . It is positive definite (see Proposition 3.14 in [KL16]). detGU we will denote
the determinant of this operator.
The Rd-valued Gaussian free field on G twisted by the connection U is a random Gaussian
function pφ : V Ñ Rd (pφpxq “ ppφ1pxq, . . . , pφdpxqq) with the distribution given by
1
ZUGFF
exp
´
´ 1
2
ÿ
xPV
κpxq}pϕpxq}2 ´ 1
2
ÿ
tx,yuPE
Cpx, yq}pϕpxq ´ Upx, yqpϕpyq}2¯ź
xPV
dź
i“1
dpϕpxqi,
where } ¨ } is the usual L2 norm on Rd and
ZUGFF “ p2pi detGU q
1
2
dCardpV q.
Note that if tx, yu P E,
}pϕpxq ´ Upx, yqpϕpyq}2 “ }pϕpyq ´ Upy, xqpϕpxq}2.
Remark 2.2. The free field pφ above is the same object as the covariant Gaussain free field in
Section 5 in [KL16]. Our construction is more concrete but less intrinsic than that of [KL16].
Indeed, we implicitly made a choice of an orthonormal basis on each fiber of the vector bundle.
However, in a continuum setting, on manifolds, such a choice (called section) cannot be in
general done in a continuous way.
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We have that Erpφs ” 0. As for the covariance structure, we have (see Proposition 5.1 in
[KL16]):
Erpφipxqpφjpyqs “ GUijpx, yq.
Remark 2.3. If the connection U is flat, the field pφ can be reduced to d i.i.d. scalar GFFs as
follows. Fix x0 P V . For x P V , choose γx0,x a nearest neighbor path from x0 to x. Define
Ux0pxq “ holU pγx0,xq, x P V.
Since the connection U is flat, Ux0 does not depend on the particular choice of pγx0,xqxPV . It is
the only function satisfying Ux0px0q “ Id and
@x, y P V such that tx, yu P E, Ux0pxq´1Ux0pyq “ Upx, yq.
Then the coordinates of the field pUx0pxqpφpxqqxPV are d i.i.d. copies of the scalar GFF with
distribution (2.2).
In [KL16], Theorems 6.1 and 8.3, Kassel and Le´vy gave a Dynkin-type isomorphism for GFFs
twisted by connections.
Theorem 2.4 (Kassel-Le´vy [KL16]). Let q P Nzt0u, x1, x2, . . . , x2q P V , Jp1q, Jp2q, . . . , Jp2qq P
t1, . . . , du and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R. Then
E
” 2qź
k“1
pφJpkqpxkqF p}pφ}2{2qı
“
ÿ
partitions of
t1,...,2qu
in pairs
tta1,b1u,...,taq ,bquu
ż
γ1,...γq
E
”
F p}pφ}2{2` Lpγ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Lpγqqqı qź
i“1
holUJpaiqJpbiqpγiqµxai ,xbi pdγiq,
where the sum runs over the p2qq!{p2qq!q partitions of t1, . . . , 2qu in pairs.
2.3. Ribbon graphs and surfaces. Here we describe the ribbon graphs and the related two-
dimensional surfaces. For more details, we refer to [Eyn16], Sections 2.2 and 2.3, [EKR18],
Chapter 2, [LZ04], Sections 3.2 and 3.3, [Zvo97], and [MT01], Section 3.3.
Let be α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmq, where m ě 1, and for all l P t1, 2, . . . ,mu, αl P Nzt0u. We will
denote
mpαq “ m, |α| “
mpαqÿ
l“1
αl.
We will assume that |α| is even.
Given α as above, we consider mpαq vertices, where each vertex has adjacent unoriented
half-edges. The first vertex has α1 half-edges, the second α2, etc. The half-edges are numbered
from 1 to |α|. See the next picture for an example with α “ p4, 3, 1q.
Figure 1. The case of α “ p4, 3, 1q. Three vertices with in total eight half-edges.
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Since the total number of half-edges, |α|, is even, one can pair them to obtain an unoriented
graph (not necessarily connected), with mpαq vertices and |α|{2 edges. See the picture below
for an example. Since the half-edges are enumerated, the total number of different possible
pairings is
|α|!
2|α|{2p|α|{2q! .
Figure 2. A pairing of half-edges in the case of α “ p4, 3, 1q.
Now, instead of considering the half-edges just as lines, we see them as two-dimensional
ribbons, and call them ribbon half-edges. The ribbons are considered to be oriented. Also, the
ribbon half-edges around each vertex are ordered in a cyclic way. See the picture below.
Figure 3. Ribbon half-edges in the case of α “ p4, 3, 1q.
Each time we pair two half-edges, we can glue the corresponding ribbons in two different
ways. Either the orientations of the two ribbon half-edges match, or are opposite. In the first
case we get a straight ribbon edge, in the second a twisted ribbon edge. See the illustration below.
Figure 4. A straight ribbon edge on the left and a twisted ribbon edge on the right.
A ribbon pairing is a pairing of ribbon edges with a choice of straight or twisted pairing each
time. The result is a ribbon graph. Below is an example of a ribbon pairing, with two straight
edges and two twisted edges.
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Figure 5. A ribbon pairing in the case of α “ p4, 3, 1q.
Let Rα be the set of all possible ribbon pairings associated to α. The number of different
ribbon pairings is
CardpRαq “ |α|!
2|α|{2p|α|{2q!2
|α|{2 “ |α|!p|α|{2q! .
Given a pairing ρ P Rα, one can see the corresponding ribbon graph as a two-dimensional
compact bordered surface (not necessarily connected). We will denote it qΣαpρq. On the example
of Figure 5, qΣαpρq has two connected components. The border of qΣαpρq, denoted BqΣαpρq is given
by the borders of the ribbon. Topologically it is a disjoint union of circles. fαpρq will denote
the number of connected components of BqΣαpρq, that is to say the number of distinct cycles
formed by the borders of ribbons in the pairing ρ. On the example of Figure 5, fαpρq “ 3.
Given ρ P Rα, on can glue along each connected component of BqΣαpρq a disk (fαpρq disks
in total), an obtained this way a two-dimensional compact surface (not necessarily connected)
without border. We will denote it qΣα` pρq, and consider it up to diffeomorphisms. On the
example of Figure 5, qΣα` pρq has two connected components. On the left we get topologically
a Klein bottle and on the right topologically a sphere. The connected components of qΣα` pρq
can be orientable or non-orientable. The condition for orientability is that in the corresponding
connected component of the ribbon graph, each closed path crosses twisted edges an even
number of times (an edge can be crossed multiple times and one has to count the multiplicity).
In particular, if there are no twisted edges, the connected component is orientable.
A ribbon pairing can be represented in a dual way as a paring of edges of a family of polygons
(α1-gone, α2-gone, . . . , αmpαq-gone). This is shown on the next picture. This gluing of polygons
also gives qΣα` pρq.
Figure 6. The gluing of polygons dual to the pairing of ribbon edges on Figure 5.
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The connected compact surfaces without border, Σ, are classified by their orientability and
their genus gpΣq, an non-negative integer. The orientable genus zero surface is a sphere. The
orientable genus one surface is a torus. Orientable surfaces of higher genera are ”bretzels” with
gpΣq handles. There are no non-orientable surfaces genus 0. A non-orientable surfaces of genus
one is the real projective plane, of genus two - a Klein bottle, etc. A non-orientable surfaces
of genus k is a connected sum of k real projective planes. Its orientation double cover is an
orientable surface of genus k´ 1. For more on the classification of surfaces, we refer to [MT01],
Chapter 3.
CpqΣα` pρqq will denote the set of connected components of qΣα` pρq. fαpρq can be expressed in
terms of connected components of qΣα` pρq as follows:
(2.4) fαpρq “ |α|
2
´mpαq `
ÿ
ΣPCpqΣα` pρqq
p2´ p1` 1Σ orientableqgpΣqq.
This can be shown using Euler’s formula, as the Euler’s characteristic of a connected compact
surface without border is
χpΣq “ 2´ p1` 1Σ orientableqgpΣq.
Now let be N and pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α| be abstract formal commuting variables. We will
also use the convention Yk1k “ Ykk1 and pYk1k “ pYkk1 . Given a ribbon pairing ρ P Rα, we will
associate to it a monomial in the variables pN, pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|q:
(2.5) Pα,ρpN, pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|q “ Nfαpρq ź
ta,buPEstrpρq
Ya,b
ź
ta1,b1uPEtwpρq
pYa1,b1 ,
where Estrpρq denotes the set of straight edges of ρ, and Etwpρq the set of twisted edges
of ρ. The monomial Pα,ρ is of degree fαpρq ` |α|{2, and of degree |α|{2 in the variables
pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|. In the example of Figure 5,
Pα,ρ “ N3Y13Y67pY24pY58.
We will associate to α the following polynomial in the variables pN, pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|q:
(2.6) Pα “
ÿ
ρPRα
Pα,ρ.
The degree in N of Pα is
degN Pα “ |α|2 ` Cardptl P t1, . . . ,mpαqu|αl evenuq.
It is attained by the ribbon pairings with only straight edges, which isolate the vertices with
αl even and partition in pairs the vertices with αl odd, and that create only surfaces which are
topologically spheres by respecting the cyclic order of the half-edges.
Next we give two tractable examples of polynomials Pα. Consider α “ p4q (one vertex with
four half-edges). Consider the half-edges numbered from 1 to 4 in a cyclic order. If we pair 1
with 2 and 3 with 4, or 1 with 4 and 2 with 3, in a straight way, we get a sphere (fαpρq “ 3). If
one of the edge is twisted, we get a real projective plane (fαpρq “ 2). If both edges are twisted,
we get a Klein bottle (fαpρq “ 1). If we pair 1 with 3 and 2 with 4 and use only straight
edges, we get a torus (fαpρq “ 1). If one of the edges is twisted, we get a Klein bottle again
(fαpρq “ 1). If both edges are twisted, we get again a real projective plane (fαpρq “ 2). So,
Pp4q “ N3pY12Y34 ` Y14Y23q(2.7)
` N2ppY12Y34 ` Y12pY34 ` pY14Y23 ` Y14pY23 ` pY13pY24q
` NppY12pY34 ` pY14pY23 ` Y13Y24 ` Y13pY24 ` pY13Y24q.
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Further, for α “ p2, 2q, we get
Pp2,2q “ N4Y12Y34(2.8)
` N3ppY12Y34 ` Y12pY34q
` N2ppY12pY34 ` Y13Y24 ` Y14Y23 ` pY13pY24 ` pY14pY23q
` NppY13Y24 ` Y13pY24 ` pY14Y23 ` Y14pY23q.
Next we introduce more combinatorial objects related to the ribbon pairings. We will consider
tuples pk1, s1, k2, s2, . . . , kj , sjq, where j P Nzt0u, each of the ki is in Nzt0u, and each of the si
is one of the three abstract symbols Ñ, Ð or .“. We will endow such tuples by an equivalence
relation « generated by the following rules.
‚ Cyclic permutation: for any i P t2, . . . , ju, pki, si, . . . , kj , sj , k1, s1, . . . , ki´1, si´1q is iden-
tified to pk1, s1, k2, s2, . . . , kj , sjq.
‚ Reversal of the direction: pkj , rpsjq, . . . , k2, rps2q, k1, rps1qq is identified to
pk1, s1, k2, s2, . . . , kj , sjq, where rpÑq is Ð, rpÐq is Ñ, and rp .“q is .“.
For the lack of a better name, we will call trails the equivalence classes of «.
Given a ribbon pairing ρ P Rα, we will associate to ρ a set Tαpρq made of fαpρq trails, one
per each border cycle in the ribbon pairing. One starts on such a border cycle in an arbitrary
place, and travels along it in any of the two directions. Then one successively visits ribbon
half-edges with labels k1, k2, . . . , kj and then returns to the half-edge k1. One can go from the
half-edge ki to the half-edge ki`1 either by following a gluing, and we will denote this ki
.“ ki`1,
or by going through a vertex. In the latter case, one either does a turn clockwise, and we will
denote this ki Ñ ki`1, or counterclockwise, and we will denote this ki Ð ki`1. A special rule
is applied if the vertex has only one outgoing half-edge, one just makes the arrows in the trail
and on the picture match, as in the example below. This is how a trial is obtained. Note that
by construction, there is an alternation between on one hand
.“, and on the other hand Ñ or
Ð. In the example of Figure 5, there are three trails:
p1,Ñ, 2, .“, 4,Ð, 3, .“, 1,Ð, 4, .“, 2,Ñ, 3, .“q, p5,Ñ, 6, .“, 7,Ñ, 5, .“, 8,Ð, 8, .“q, p6,Ñ, 7, .“q.
Further, to each trail t, we will associate an abstract formal variable Zt. We will consider
polynomials in the commuting variables ppZtqt trail, pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|q. Given a ribbon pair-
ing ρ P Rα, we will associate to it the monomial
(2.9) Qα,ρppZtqt trail, pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|q “ ź
tPTαpρq
Zt
ź
ta,buPEstrpρq
Ya,b
ź
ta1,b1uPEtwpρq
pYa1,b1 .
We define the polynomial Qα as
(2.10) Qα “
ÿ
ρPRα
Qα,ρ.
Note that if in Qα one substitutes each variable Zt with the variable N, one gets the polynomial
Pα.
2.4. One matrix integrals and topological expansion. SnpRq will denote the set of nˆ n
real symmetric matrices and HnpCq the Hermitian matrices. An inner product on SnpRq and
on HnpCq is given by
pM,M 1q ÞÑ TrpMM 1q.
Eβ,n will denote SnpRq for β “ 1 and HnpCq for β “ 2.
dimEβ“1,n “ pn` 1qn
2
, dimEβ“2,n “ n2.
The Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble GOEpnq and the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble GUEpnq
are Gaussian probability measures on Eβ,n, with β “ 1 for the GOEpnq and β “ 2 for the
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GUEpnq. The density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Eβ,n is given by
1
Zβ,n
e´
1
2
TrpM2q.
The distribution of the ordered family of eigenvalues λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn of GOEpnq and
GUEpnq is given by
1
Zevβ,n
1λ1ěλ2ě¨¨¨ěλn
ź
1ďiăjďn
pλi ´ λjqβe´ 12 pλ21`¨¨¨`λ2nqdλ1 . . . dλn.
For more on random matrices see [Meh04].
Let be α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmpαqq, where for all l P t1, 2, . . . ,mpαqu, αl P Nzt0u, and
|α| “
mpαqÿ
l“1
αl
is even. Next we recall the expressions for the matrix integrals
(2.11) x
mpαqź
l“1
TrpMαlqyβ,n “ 1
Zβ,n
ż
Eβ,n
´mpαqź
l“1
TrpMαlq
¯
e´
1
2
TrpM2qdM, β P t1, 2u.
Note that if |α| is odd, the above integrals are zero. The expression for (2.11) is known since
the works of ’t Hooft [tH74] and Bre´zin, Itzykson, Parisi and Zuber [BIPZ78]. It makes appear
a polynomial in n, with powers nfαpρq, where ρ P Rα are ribbon pairings associated to α. Since
fαpρq can be expressed using genera and orientabilities of surfaces as in (2.4), the expression
for (2.11) is often referred to as topological expansion. For details on how it is obtained, we
refer to [Eyn16], Chapter 2, [EKR18], Chapter 2, [LZ04], Chapter 3, and [Zvo97]. We con-
sider the polynomial Pα defined by (2.6) and (2.5). We will also need the following weights
pwstrpβq, wtwpβqqβPt1,2u:
wstrp1q “ wtwp1q “ 1
2
, wstrp2q “ 1, wtwp2q “ 0.
Note that in both cases, wstrpβq ` wtwpβq “ 1.
Theorem 2.5 (’t Hooft [tH74], Bre´zin-Itzykson-Parisi-Zuber [BIPZ78]). For |α| even, the value
of the matrix integral xśmpαql“1 TrpMαlqyβ,n (2.11) is given by evaluating the polynomial Pα in
N “ n, Ykk1 “ wstrpβq and pYkk1 “ wtwpβq:
(2.12) x
mpαqź
l“1
TrpMαlqyβ,n “ PαpN “ n, pYkk1 “ wstrpβq, pYkk1 “ wtwpβqq1ďkăk1ď|α|q.
The consistency of the identity (2.12) can be tested by computing xTrpM2qyβ,n. We have
that
Pp2q “ N2Y12 ` NpY12.
So (2.12) gives us
xTrpM2qyβ“1,n “ 1
2
n2 ` 1
2
n, xTrpM2qyβ“2,n “ n2.
In both cases one gets dimEβ,n.
Let us continue the examples with α “ p4q and α “ p2, 2q, as we computed the corresponding
polynomials Pα (2.7),(2.8). We get
xTrpM4qyβ“1,n “ 1
2
n3 ` 5
4
n2 ` 5
4
n, xpTrpM2qq2yβ“1,n “ 1
4
n4 ` 1
2
n3 ` 5
4
n2 ` n,
xTrpM4qyβ“2,n “ 2n3 ` n, xpTrpM2qq2yβ“2,n “ n4 ` 2n2.
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2.5. Matrix valued free fields, isomorphisms and topological expansion. Let G “
pV,Eq be an electrical network as in Section 2.1. For β P t1, 2u, Φpβ,nq will be a random
Gaussian function from V to Eβ,n. If V is finite, the distribution of Φ
pβ,nq is
(2.13)
1
ZGβ,n
exp
´
´ 1
2
ÿ
xPV
κpxqTrpMpxq2q ´ 1
2
ÿ
tx,yuPE
Cpx, yqTrppMpyq ´Mpxqq2q
¯ź
xPV
dMpxq.
In general, if V is finite or not, one can take an i.i.d. family of n2 scalar Gaussian free fields
pφrijq1ďiďjďn, pφiijq1ďiăjďn, and define the matrix valued field Φβ,n by its entries:
(2.14) Φ
pβ“1,nq
ij “
$&%
φrii if i “ j,
φrij{
?
2 if i ă j,
φrji{
?
2 if i ą j,
Φ
pβ“2,nq
ij “
$&%
φrii if i “ j,
pφrij ` iφiijq{
?
2 if i ă j,
pφrji ´ iφijiq{
?
2 if i ą j.
For any x P V , Φpβ,nqpxq{aGpx, xq is distributed as a GOEpnq matrix (β “ 1) or a GUEpnq
matrix (β “ 2). x¨yβ,n will denote the expectation with respect to the law of Φpβ,nq In the sequel
we will drop the subscripts pβ, nq in Φpβ,nq and just write Φ.
Let be α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmpαqq, where for all l P t1, 2, . . . ,mpαqu, αl P Nzt0u, and |α| even. Let
x1, x2, . . . , x|α| be vertices in V , not necessarily distinct and F a bounded measurable function
RV Ñ R. By applying Theorem 2.1, one can a priori write an isomorphism forA´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´ α1`¨¨¨`αlź
k“α1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1
Φpxkq
¯¯
F pTrpΦ2q{2q
E
β,n
However, if one expands the traces and the product, one gets many terms that give identical
contributions, many terms with contributions that compensate, and many terms that do not
contribute at all. For instance, if α “ p1, 1q,@
φr11px1qφr11px2qF pTrpΦ2q{2q
D
β,n
“ @φr22px1qφr22px2qF pTrpΦ2q{2qDβ,n,@
φr11px1qφr22px2qF pTrpΦ2q{2q
D
β,n
“ 0.
Here we will be interested in the exact combinatorics that appear. What emerges is a topological
expansion, generalizing that of Theorem 2.5.
Let be µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n , the positive measure on families of |α|{2 nearest neighbor paths on G
obtained by substituting in the polynomial Pα (2.5),(2.6) the variable N by n, the variables Ykk1
by the measures wstrpβqµxk,xk1 , and the variables pYkk1 by wtwpβqµxk,xk1 . The product on the
measures is the usual tensor product b. We will not need to distinguish between µxk,xk1 and
µxk1 ,xk , and between µxa,xb b µxa1 ,xb1 and µxa1 ,xb1 b µxa,xb . The total mass of µx1,x2,...,x|α|α,β,n equals
PαpN “ n, pYkk1 “ wstrpβqGpxk, xk1q, pYkk1 “ wtwpβqGpxk, xk1qq1ďkăk1ď|α|q.
Next we give examples.
µx1,x2α“p2q,β“1,n “
´1
2
n2 ` 1
2
n
¯
µx1,x2 , µx1,x2α“p1,1q,β“1,n “ nµx1,x2 ,
µx1,x2,x3,x4α“p4q,β“1,n “
´1
4
n3 ` 1
2
n2 ` 1
4
n
¯
µx1,x2 b µx3,x4 `
´1
4
n3 ` 1
2
n2 ` 1
4
n
¯
µx1,x4 b µx2,x3
`
´1
4
n2 ` 3
4
n
¯
µx1,x3 b µx2,x4 ,
µx1,x2,x3,x4α“p2,2q,β“1,n “
´1
4
n4 ` 1
2
n3 ` 1
4
n2
¯
µx1,x2 b µx3,x4 `
´1
2
n2 ` 1
2
n
¯
µx1,x4 b µx2,x3
`
´1
2
n2 ` 1
2
n
¯
µx1,x3 b µx2,x4 ,
µx1,x2α“p2q,β“2,n “ n2µx1,x2 , µx1,x2α“p1,1q,β“2,n “ nµx1,x2 ,
µx1,x2,x3,x4α“p4q,β“2,n “ n3µx1,x2 b µx3,x4 ` n3µx1,x4 b µx2,x3 ` nµx1,x3 b µx2,x4 ,
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µx1,x2,x3,x4α“p2,2q,β“2,n “ n4µx1,x2 b µx3,x4 ` n2µx1,x4 b µx2,x3 ` n2µx1,x3 b µx2,x4 .
In the example of Section 2.3, the term in µx1,x2,...,x8α“p4,3,1q,β,n corresponding to the pairing displayed
on Figure 5 is 0 for β “ 2, because of the twisted edges, and for β “ 1 it is
1
16
n3µx1,x3 b µx2,x4 b µx5,x8 b µx6,x7 .
The topological expansion is as follows.
Theorem 2.6. For β P t1, 2u and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R, one has the
following equality:
A´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´ α1`¨¨¨`αlź
k“α1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1
Φpxkq
¯¯
F pTrpΦ2q{2q
E
β,n
“
ż
γ1,...γ|α|{2
A
F
`
TrpΦ2q{2` Lpγ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Lpγ|α|{2q
˘E
β,n
µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n pdγ1, . . . , dγ|α|{2q,
where x¨yβ,nµx1,x2,...,x|α|α,β,n p¨q is a product measure. As for the moments, we haveA´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´ α1`¨¨¨`αlź
k“α1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1
Φpxkq
¯¯E
β,n
“ PαpN “ n, pYkk1 “ wstrpβqGpxk, xk1q, pYkk1 “ wtwpβqGpxk, xk1qq1ďkăk1ď|α|q.
In particular, if λ1pxq ě λ2pxq ě . . . λnpxq is the family of eigenvalues of Φpxq, x P V , and
x1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xα1 , xα1`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xα1`α2 , . . . , x|α|´αmpαq`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ x|α|,
thenAmpαqź
l“1
´ nÿ
i“1
λipxαlqαl
¯
F
´1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ2i
¯E
β,n
“
ż
γ1,...γ|α|{2
A
F
´1
2
nÿ
i“1
λ2i ` Lpγ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Lpγ|α|{2q
¯E
β,n
µ
pxα1 ,α1q,...,px|α|,αmpαqq
α,β,n pdγ1, . . . , dγ|α|{2q,
where the notation pxα1`¨¨¨`αl , αlq means that xα1`¨¨¨`αl is repeated αl times.
Now, let be a family of |α| square matrices with complex entries of size nˆ n:
Ap1, 2q, . . . , Apα1 ´ 1, α1q, Apα1, 1q,
Apα1 ` 1, α1 ` 2q, . . . , Apα1 ` α2 ´ 1, α1 ` α2q, Apα1 ` α2, α1 ` 1q,
. . . , Ap|α| ´ αmpαq ` 1, |α| ´ αmpαq ` 2q, . . . , Ap|α| ´ 1, |α|q, Ap|α|, |α| ´ αmpαq ` 1q.
Note that by convention, for each l P t1, . . . ,mpαqu such that αl “ 1, we have a single matrix
Apα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αlq. For l P t1, . . . ,mpαqu, Πα,lpΦ, Aq will denote the product
(2.15)
Πα,lpΦ, Aq “ Φpxα1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1qApα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl´1 ` 1, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl´1 ` 2qΦpxα1`¨¨¨`αl´1`2q
. . . Apα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl ´ 1, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αlqΦpxα1`¨¨¨`αlqApα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl´1 ` 1q.
In case αl “ 1, Πα,lpΦ, Aq “ Φpxα1`¨¨¨`αlqApα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αlq.
Next we will write an isomorphism forA´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´
Πα,lpΦ, Aq
¯¯
F pTrpΦ2q{2q
E
β,n
.
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For this we introduce the (complex valued) measure µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A on |α|{2 nearest neighbor paths
in G, constructed as follows. In the polynomial Qα (2.9), (2.10) we substitute the variables Ykk1
by the measures wstrpβqµxk,xk1 , and the variables pYkk1 by wtwpβqµxk,xk1 . This part is similar to
the construction of µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n . The difference comes from what is substituted for Zt, t trail.
We replace Zt by the trace of a product of matrices of form Apk, k1q or Apk1, kqT. For each
sequence k Ñ k1 in the trail t we add the factor Apk, k1q to the product, and for each sequence
k Ð k1, we add the factor Apk1, kqT, all by respecting cyclic order of the trail. We will denote
this product ΠtpAq, and its trace TrpΠtpAqq is substituted for Zt. For instance, if
t “ p5,Ñ, 6, .“, 7,Ñ, 5, .“, 8,Ð, 8, .“q,
which is one of the trails on Figure (5), then
ΠtpAq “ Ap5, 6qAp7, 5qAp8, 8qT.
Note that while the product ΠtpAq depends on the particular representative of the equivalence
class t, its trace does not. Indeed, the trace is invariant by a cyclic permutation of the factors.
Moreover, reversing the direction of a representative of t amounts to taking the transpose of
the product, which has the same trace.
Next we give examples of measures µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A :
µx1,x2α“p2q,β“1,n,A “
´1
2
TrpAp1, 2qqTrpAp2, 1qq ` 1
2
TrpAp1, 2qAp2, 1qTq
¯
µx1,x2 ,
µx1,x2α“p1,1q,β“1,n,A “
´1
2
TrpAp1, 1qAp2, 2qq ` 1
2
TrpAp1, 1qAp2, 2qTq
¯
µx1,x2 ,
µx1,x2α“p2q,β“2,n,A “ TrpAp1, 2qqTrpAp2, 1qqµx1,x2 ,
µx1,x2α“p1,1q,β“2,n,A “ TrpAp1, 1qAp2, 2qqµx1,x2 .
In the example of Section 2.3, the term in µx1,x2,...,x8α“p4,3,1q,β,n,A corresponding to the pairing displayed
on Figure 5 is 0 for β “ 2, because of the twisted edges, and for β “ 1 it is
1
16
TrpAp1, 2qAp3, 4qTAp4, 1qTAp2, 3qqTrpAp5, 6qAp7, 5qAp8, 8qTqTrpAp6, 7qq
µx1,x3 b µx2,x4 b µx5,x8 b µx6,x7 .
Note that if all of the matrices Apk, k1q are equal to In, the n ˆ n identity matrix, then
µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A is just µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n , because all of the traces TrpΠtpAqq equal then n.
Theorem 2.7. For β P t1, 2u and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R, one has the
following equality:
A´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´
Πα,lpΦ, Aq
¯¯
F pTrpΦ2q{2q
E
β,n
“
ż
γ1,...γ|α|{2
A
F
`
TrpΦ2q{2` Lpγ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Lpγ|α|{2q
˘E
β,n
µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A pdγ1, . . . , dγ|α|{2q,
where x¨yβ,nµx1,x2,...,x|α|α,β,n,A p¨q is a product measure.
2.6. Isomorphisms and topological expansion for matrix valued fields twisted by a
connection. In this section we assume that the electrical network G is finite. Uβ,n will denote
the Lie group of n ˆ n orthogonal, if β “ 1, or unitary, if β “ 2, matrices. Given a square
matrix M , M˚ will denote its adjoint (i.e. conjugate transpose), which in the case of matrices
with real entries is the transpose.
We consider a connection on G, pUpx, yqqtx,yuPE , with Upx, yq P Uβ,n and
Upy, xq “ Upx, yq˚ “ Upx, yq´1.
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If γ is a nearest neighbor path with finitely many jumps, py1, y2, . . . , yjq the sequence of succes-
sively visited vertices by γ, the holonomy of U along γ is
holU pγq “ Upy1, y2qUpy2, y3q . . . Upyj´1, yjq.
For ÐÝγ the time reversal of γ,
holU pÐÝγ q “ holU pγq˚ “ holU pγq´1.
Let be x¨yUβ,n the following probability measure on pEβ,nqV , defined by the density
(2.16)
1
ZG,Uβ,n
exp
´
´ 1
2
ÿ
xPV
κpxqTrpMpxq2q ´ 1
2
ÿ
tx,yuPE
Cpx, yqTrppMpyq ´ Upy, xqMpxqUpx, yqq2q
¯
.
Note that if tx, yu P E , then
TrppMpxq ´ Upx, yqMpyqUpy, xqq2q “ TrppMpyq ´ Upy, xqMpxqUpx, yqq2q.pΦ will denote the field under the measure x¨yUβ,n. It is the matrix valued (symmetric if β “ 1,
Hermitian if β “ 2) Gaussian free field twisted by the connection U .
As in Section 2.5, we take α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmpαqq, where for all l P t1, 2, . . . ,mpαqu, αl P
Nzt0u, and |α| even. Let x1, x2, . . . , x|α| be vertices in V , not necessarily distinct. We also
consider a family of |α| square matrices with complex entries of size nˆ n:
Ap1, 2q, . . . , Apα1 ´ 1, α1q, Apα1, 1q,
Apα1 ` 1, α1 ` 2q, . . . , Apα1 ` α2 ´ 1, α1 ` α2q, Apα1 ` α2, α1 ` 1q,
. . . , Ap|α| ´ αmpαq ` 1, |α| ´ αmpαq ` 2q, . . . , Ap|α| ´ 1, |α|q, Ap|α|, |α| ´ αmpαq ` 1q.
By convention, for each l P t1, . . . ,mpαqu such that αl “ 1, we have a single matrix
Apα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αlq. Πα,lppΦ, Aq will denote the product (2.15) defined similarly to
Πα,lppΦ, Aq, with pΦ instead of Φ.
Next we will write an isomorphism forA´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´
Πα,lppΦ, Aq¯¯F pTrppΦ2q{2qEU
β,n
.
We introduce the (complex valued) measure µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A,U on |α|{2 nearest neighbor paths in G,
constructed as follows. In the polynomial Qα (2.9), (2.10), we substitute the variables Ykk1 ,
k ă k1 by the measures wstrpβqµxk,xk1 , and the variables pYkk1 , k ă k1, by wtwpβqµxk,xk1 . This
part is similar to the construction of µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n . Next we explain what is substituted for Zt, t
trail. We replace Zt by a density function depending on the nearest neighbor paths, which is the
trace of a product of matrices of form Apk, k1q or Apk1, kqT, and holU pγq or holU pγq˚, γ being one
of the paths. For each sequence k Ñ k1 in the trail t we add the factor Apk, k1q to the product,
and for each sequence k Ð k1, we add the factor Apk1, kqT, as in the construction of µx1,x2,...,x|α|α,β,n,A .
Moreover, for each sequence k
.“ k1 with k ă k1, a measure µxk,xk1 pdγiq is present, and we add
to the product the factor holU pγiq. For each sequence k .“ k1 with k ą k1, a measure µxk1 ,xkpdγiq
is present, and we add to the product the factor holU pγiq˚. In the product the factors respect
the cyclic order on the trail. We will denote this product ΠtpU,Aqpγ1, . . . , γ|α|{2q, and its trace
TrpΠtpU,Aqpγ1, . . . , γ|α|{2qq is substituted for Zt.
In the example of Section 2.3, the term in µx1,x2,...,x8α“p4,3,1q,β,n,A corresponding to the pairing dis-
played on Figure 5 is 0 for β “ 2, because of the twisted edges, and for β “ 1 it is
1
16
TrpAp1, 2qholU pγ2qAp3, 4qTholU pγ1q˚Ap4, 1qTholU pγ2q˚Ap2, 3qholU pγ1q˚q
ˆ TrpAp5, 6qholU pγ4qAp7, 5qholU pγ3qAp8, 8qTholU pγ3q˚q ˆ TrpAp6, 7qholU pγ4q˚q
µx1,x3pdγ1qµx2,x4pdγ2qµx5,x8pdγ3qµx6,x7pdγ4q.
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Next are more examples of measures µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A,U :
µx1,x2α“p2q,β“1,n,A,U “
´1
2
TrpAp1, 2qholU pγq˚q ˆ TrpAp2, 1qholU pγqq
`1
2
TrpAp1, 2qholU pγq˚Ap2, 1qTholU pγqq
¯
µx1,x2pdγq,
µx1,x2α“p1,1q,β“1,n,A,U “
´1
2
TrpAp1, 1qholU pγqAp2, 2qholU pγq˚q
`1
2
TrpAp1, 1qholU pγqAp2, 2qTholU pγq˚q
¯
µx1,x2pdγq,
µx1,x2α“p2q,β“2,n,A,U “ TrpAp1, 2qholU pγq˚q ˆ TrpAp2, 1qholU pγqqµx1,x2pdγq,
µx1,x2α“p1,1q,β“2,n,A,U “ TrpAp1, 1qholU pγqAp2, 2qholU pγq˚qµx1,x2pdγq.
Theorem 2.8. For β P t1, 2u and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R, one has the
following equality:
(2.17)
A´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´
Πα,lppΦ, Aq¯¯F pTrppΦ2q{2qEU
β,n
“
ż
γ1,...γ|α|{2
A
F
`
TrppΦ2q{2` Lpγ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Lpγ|α|{2q˘EU
β,n
µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A,U pdγ1, . . . , dγ|α|{2q,
where x¨yUβ,nµx1,x2,...,x|α|α,β,n,A,U p¨q is a product measure.
Remark 2.9. Note that in the measure µ
x1,x2,...,x|α|
α,β,n,A,U pdγ1, . . . , dγ|α|{2, the holonomy along each
path γi appears twice.
Remark 2.10. Consider the particular case when the connection U is flat, i.e. for any close path
(loop) γ, holU pγq “ In. Fix x0 P V and let Ux0 : V Ñ Uβ,n be the unique function satisfying
Ux0px0q “ In, and
@x, y P V such that tx, yu P E, Ux0pxq´1Ux0pyq “ Upx, yq.
See also Remark 2.3. Then for any x, y, P V and γ nearest neighbor path from x to y,
holU pγq “ Ux0pxq´1Ux0pyq.
The field pΦ twisted by the connection U has same law as pUx0pxq´1ΦpxqUx0pxqqxPV , where Φ is
the field with density (2.13). So, in the particular case of a flat connection, Theorem 2.8 follows
from Theorem 2.7, since
TrpΠα,lppΦ, Aqq “ TrpΠα,lpΦ, pAqq,
with pApk, k1q “ Ux0pxkqApk, k1qUx0pxk1q´1.
Remark 2.11. A special case of particular interest in Theorem 2.8 is when all the matrices
Apk, k1q equal In and
x1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xα1 , xα1`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xα1`α2 , . . . , x|α|´αmpαq`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ x|α|.
Then, on the left-hand side of (2.17), we have
@l P t1, . . . ,mpαqu,TrpΠα,lppΦ, Aqq “ nÿ
i“1
pλipxαlqαl ,
where pλ1pxq ě pλ2pxq ě . . . pλnpxq is the family of eigenvalues of pΦ. On the right-hand side of
(2.17) appears a product of traces of holonomies along loops (i.e. closed paths). Indeed, each
ΠtpU,Aqpγ1, . . . , γ|α|{2q is then a holonomy along a loop formed by concatenating some of the
paths γk. Note that if γ is a loop, the trace of the holonomy along γ does not depend on where
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the loop is rooted. If py1, . . . , yj , y1q is the sequence of vertices visited by γ, and γ˜ is the loop
visiting pyi, . . . , yj , y1, . . . , yi´1, yiq pi P t2, . . . , juq, and if γ1 is the path visiting py1, . . . , yiq then
holU pγ˜q “ holU pγ1q´1holU pγqholU pγ1q and TrpholU pγ˜qq “ TrpholU pγqq.
3. Proofs
3.1. Proof of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. Our proof of Theorem 2.6 will use an elementary
approach, similar to that of [Zvo97] for one matrix integrals. From now on we will consider fixed
the integer n P Nzt0u and the tuple α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmpαqq, where for all l P t1, 2, . . . ,mpαqu,
αl P Nzt0u, and |α| even. We also fix x1, . . . , x|α| vertices in V , not necessarily all distinct. We
will use the notation pΦijpxqq1ďi,jďn for the entries of the matrix Φpxq, x P V .
We consider a family of abstract formal commuting variables pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
, and the space
of multivariate polynomials in these variables, with complex coefficients, C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
.
For a given k P t1, . . . , |α|u, we will see the variables pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn as entries of a matrix Mpkq.
In this way, for any sequence pk1, . . . , kqq of integers in t1, . . . , |α|u,
Tr
´ qź
l“1
Mpklq
¯
is a polynomial in C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
. We would like emphasize the difference between the
abstract variables Mijpkq and the complex entries Mij of a generic matrix M . Mijpkq are not
complex numbers, but can be evaluated into complex numbers.
We consider another family of abstract formal commuting variables pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|.
This variables have been already introduced in Section 2.3, except for pYkk, pYkkq1ďkď|α|. For
k ą k1, we will identify Ykk1 to Yk1k and pYkk1 to pYk1k. We also consider the space of multivariate
polynomials C
”
pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|ı. We also consider the C-linear map
E : C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
Ñ C
”
pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|ı
defined by the following rules.
(1) Ep1q “ 1.
(2) For any monomial R of odd total degree, EpRq “ 0.
(3) For any monomial of form MijpkqMi1j1pk1q,
EpMijpkqMi1j1pk1qq “
$’’&’’%
0 if pi, jq ‰ pi1, j1q and pi, jq ‰ pj1, i1q,
Ykk1 if pi, jq “ pj1, i1q and i ‰ j,pYkk1 if pi, jq “ pi1, j1q and i ‰ j,
Ykk1 ` pYkk1 if i “ j “ i1 “ j1.
(4) For any monomial of even total degree of form Mi1j1pk1qMi2j2pk2q . . .Mi2qj2qpk2qq,
E`Mi1j1pk1qMi2j2pk2q . . .Mi2qj2qpk2qq˘ “ ÿ
partitions of
t1,...,2qu
in pairs
tta1,b1u,...,taq ,bquu
qź
l“1
EpMialjal pkalqMibljbl pkblqq,
where the sum runs over the p2qq!{p2qq!q partitions of t1, . . . , 2qu in pairs.
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One can recognize in (4) the Wick’s rule for Gaussian random variables. Next we give an
example:
E`7M2,3p1qM4,1p3q2M3,2p5q`M1,2p2qM2,2p5qM2,1p6q`3M1,1p3qM1,1p5q`2iM4,4p3qM4,4p5q`9˘
“ 7Y1,5pY3,3 ` p3` 2iqpY3,5 ` pY3,5q ` 9
We need one more piece of formalism. Ω1 will denote the space of nearest neighbor cadlag
paths on the graph G, parametrized by continuous time, of finite total duration, that do a finite
number of jumps. F1 will denote the natural σ-algebra on Ω1 (we do not detail the construction).
For q P N, q ě 2, Ωq will denote the space of collection of q paths in Ω1, not necessarily distinct,
considered up to permutation. In other words, Ωq is the quotient of pΩ1qq by the action of the
symmetric group Sq. We endow Ωq with the σ-algebra Fq “ pF1qdq. A function F pγ1, . . . , γqq
is measurable with respect Fq if and only if it is measurable with respect the product σ-algebra
pF1qbq and is symmetric, i.e. for any σ P Sq, F pγσp1q, . . . , γσpqqq “ F pγ1, . . . , γqq. Ω0 will denote
the space of no-paths, endowed with the trivial σ-algebra F0 “ tH,Ω0u. As a set, one may take
for Ω0 just a singleton. Finally, Ω will denote the disjoint union
(3.1) Ω “
ž
qě0
Ω0.
We endow Ω with the σ-algebra F generated by pFqqqě0. A generic element of Ω will be denoted
ω. It is a finite unordered collection of paths on the graph G, not all necessary distinct.
Given a polynomial P P C
”
pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|ı, one can construct out of it two complex-
valued measures with finite total variation on pΩ,Fq, one for β “ 1 and one for β “ 2, by
replacing in P each variable Ykk1 by the measure wstrpβqµxk,xk1 (2.1) and each variable pYkk1 by
the measure wtwpβqµxk,xk1 :
P
`pYkk1 “ wstrpβqµxk,xk1 , pYkk1 “ wtwpβqµxk,xk1 q1ďkďk1ď|α|˘pdωq.
This substitution is a C-linear operation, at the monomials of degree q in P are sent to measures
supported on Ωq.
Lemma 3.1. Let be a polynomial P P C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
. For β P t1, 2u and F a bounded
measurable function RV Ñ R, one has the following equality:
(3.2)
A
P
´`
Mijpkq “ Φijpxkq
˘
1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
¯
F pTrpΦ2q{2q
E
β,n
“ż
Ω
A
F
`
TrpΦ2q{2`
ÿ
γPω
Lpγq˘E
β,n
EpPq`pYkk1 “ wstrpβqµxk,xk1 , pYkk1 “ wtwpβqµxk,xk1 q1ďkď
k1ď|α|
˘pdωq,
where x¨yβ,nEpPq
`pYkk1 “ wstrpβqµxk,xk1 , pYkk1 “ wtwpβqµxk,xk1 q1ďkď
k1ď|α|
˘pdωq is a product measure.
Proof. By linearity of the identity (3.2), it is enough to check it on the four rules, (1) to (4),
defining E .
(1): This is trivial. If P “ 1, we have on both sides of (3.2) the quantity @F pTrpΦ2q{2qD
β,n
.
(2): Assume P is a monomial of odd total degree. ´Φ has same law as Φ. Moreover,
Pp´Φq “ ´PpΦq. Thus, @PpΦqF pTrpΦ2q{2qD
β,n
“ ´@PpΦqF pTrpΦ2q{2qD
β,n
“ 0.
(3): Assume P “ MijpkqMi1j1pk1q. Without loss of generality, i ď j. If pi, jq ‰ pi1, j1q and
pi, jq ‰ pj1, i1q, then Φij and Φi1j1 are independent fields. By replacing Φij by ´Φij , we neither
change the law of Φ nor change TrpΦ2q. Thus@
ΦijpxkqΦi1j1pxk1qF pTrpΦ2q{2q
D
β,n
“ ´@ΦijpxkqΦi1j1pxk1qF pTrpΦ2q{2qDβ,n “ 0.
In other cases, ΦijpxkqΦi1j1pxk1q equals:
‚ 1
2
φrijpxkqφrijpxk1q if β “ 1, i ‰ j, and pi, jq “ pj1, i1q or pi, jq “ pi1, j1q;
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‚ φriipxkqφriipxk1q if i “ j “ i1 “ j1, and β “ 1 or β “ 2;
‚ 1
2
φrijpxkqφrijpxk1q `
1
2
φiijpxkqφiijpxk1q if β “ 2, i ‰ j, and pi, jq “ pj1, i1q;
‚ 1
2
φrijpxkqφrijpxk1q ´
1
2
φiijpxkqφiijpxk1q if β “ 2, i ‰ j, and pi, jq “ pi1, j1q.
Then one applies the Dynkin’s isomorphism (Theorem 2.1) to the GFFs φrij and φ
i
ij , and sees
that the coefficients obtained match with wstrpβq, wtwpβq or wstrpβq ` wtwpβq.
(4): This is a simple application of the Wick’s rule. 
We move to the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let Pα be the polynomial
Pα “
´mpαqź
l“1
Tr
´ α1`¨¨¨`αlź
k“α1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1
Mpkq
¯¯
P C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
.
Let rPα be the polynomial in C”pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|ı obtained by partially evaluating Pα in
N “ n. In view of Lemma 3.1, it is enough to show that EpPαq “ rPα.
For ρ P Rα a ribbon pairing, we will denote by Yρ the polynomial
Yρ “ Pα,ρpN “ 1q “
ź
ta,buPEstrpρq
Ya,b
ź
ta1,b1uPEtwpρq
pYa1,b1 P C”pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|ı.
Note that unlike Pα,ρ, the polynomial Yρ depends on α only through |α|. Let I denote the set
of multi-indices
I “ tpi1, j1, i2, j2, . . . , i|α|, j|α|q P t1, . . . , nu2|α|u.
We will use ÝÑı as a short notation for a generic element of I, and RÝÑı will denote the monomial
RÝÑı “ Mi1j1p1qMi2j2p2q . . .Mi|α|j|α|p|α|q for pi1, j1, i2, j2, . . . , i|α|, j|α|q “ ÝÑı .
Given ÝÑı P I, it is easy to see with the rules (3) and (4) defining E that
EpRÝÑı q “
ÿ
ρPRα
cÝÑı pρqYρ,
with
@ρ P Rα, cÝÑı pρq P t0, 1u.
For ρ P Rα, denote
Ipñ ρq “ tÝÑı P I|cÝÑı pρq “ 1u.
A multi-index ÝÑı “ pi1, j1, i2, j2, . . . , i|α|, j|α|q is in Ipñ ρq if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(3.3) @tk, k1u P Estrpρq, ik “ jk1 , jk “ ik1 , @tk, k1u P Etwpρq, ik “ ik1 , jk “ jk1 .
Now, denote Ipö αq the subset of I defined by the following cyclic conditions:
(3.4) j1 “ i2, . . . , jα1´1 “ iα1 , jα1 “ i1, . . .
. . . , j|α|´αmpαq`1 “ i|α|´αmpαq`2, . . . , j|α|´1 “ i|α|, j|α| “ i|α|´αmpαq`1.
For possible αl “ 1, the condition is simply jα1`...αl “ iα1`...αl . We have that
Pα “
ÿ
ÝÑı PIpöαq
RÝÑı .
Thus,
EpPαq “
ÿ
ρPRα
CardpIpö αq X Ipñ ρqqYρ.
It only remains to count CardpIpö αq X Ipñ ρqq, which the number of multi-indexes satisfying
both the condition (3.4) and (3.3). This conditions can be represented in a graphical way
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as follows. Given a ribbon pairing ρ P Rα, for each ribbon half-edge of ρ, with a label k P
t1, . . . , |α|u, write on each side of the half-edge the index ik, respectively jk, with ik on the side
of the out-going arrow and jk on the side of the in-going arrow. This is displayed on the picture
below.
Figure 7. A ribbon pairing in the case of α “ p4, 3, 1q, with indices ik and jk
displayed on both sides of the half-edges.
The conditions (3.4) and (3.3) simply says that on each cycle formed by the ribbon graph ρ,
i.e. on each connected component of BqΣαpρq, all the indices are equal. For each cycle, there are
n possible common values for the indices, and since there are fαpρq cycles,
CardpIpö αq X Ipñ ρqq “ nfαpρq.
So, EpPαq “ rPα. 
We continue with the proof of Theorem 2.7. As in Section 2.5, we consider the matrices
Ap1, 2q, . . . , Apα1 ´ 1, α1q, Apα1, 1q,
Apα1 ` 1, α1 ` 2q, . . . , Apα1 ` α2 ´ 1, α1 ` α2q, Apα1 ` α2, α1 ` 1q,
. . . , Ap|α| ´ αmpαq ` 1, |α| ´ αmpαq ` 2q, . . . , Ap|α| ´ 1, |α|q, Ap|α|, |α| ´ αmpαq ` 1q.
For l P t1, . . . ,mpαqu, Πα,lpM, Aq will denote the following product of matrices:
Πα,lpM, Aq “ Mpα1`¨ ¨ ¨`αl´1`1qApα1`¨ ¨ ¨`αl´1`1, α1`¨ ¨ ¨`αl´1`2qMpα1`¨ ¨ ¨`αl´1`2q
. . . Apα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl ´ 1, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αlqMpα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αlqApα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl, α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αl´1 ` 1q.
Tr
`
Πα,lpM, Aq
˘
is a polynomial of C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
. Let Pα,A be the polynomial
(3.5) Pα,A “
mpαqź
l“1
Tr
`
Πα,lpM, Aq
˘
.
For ρ P Rα a ribbon pairing, let berQα,ρ,A “ ź
tPTαpρq
Tr
`
ΠtpAq
˘ ź
ta,buPEstrpρq
Ya,b
ź
ta1,b1uPEtwpρq
pYa1,b1 “ ´ ź
tPTαpρq
Tr
`
ΠtpAq
˘¯Yρ.
Denote rQα,A “ ÿ
ρPRα
rQα,ρ,A P C”pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|ı.
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Proof of Theorem 2.7. We will use the notations of the proof of Theorem 2.6. We only need to
check that
E`Pα,A˘ “ rQα,A.
We have that
E`Pα,A˘ “ ÿ
ρPRα
´ ÿ
ÝÑı PIpñρq
Πα,ÝÑı pAq
¯
Yρ,
where Πα,ÝÑı pAq denotes
mpαqź
l“1
´` α1`¨¨¨`αl´1ź
k“α1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1
Ajkik`1pk, k`1q
˘
Ajα1`¨¨¨`αl iα1`¨¨¨`αl´1`1pα1`¨ ¨ ¨`αl, α1`¨ ¨ ¨`αl´1`1q
¯
By construction, if Ajkik1 pk, k1q appears in the product above, then the indices jk and ik1 are
on the same trail t P Tαpρq and adjacent (see Figure 7). Thus, instead of writing Πα,ÝÑı pAq as
a product of mpαq factors, one per each ribbon vertex, one can refactorize it as a product of
fαpρq factors, one for each trail t P Tαpρq,
Πα,ÝÑı pAq “
ź
tPTαpρq
Π
t,ÝÑı pAq,
where in Π
t,ÝÑı pAq are gathered the Ajkik1 pk, k1q with jk and ik1 on the trail t. The condition
(3.3) ensures that for ÝÑı P Ipñ ρq, Π
t,ÝÑı pAq is a term in the expansion of the trace Tr
`
ΠtpAq
˘
.
Thus ÿ
ÝÑı PIpñρq
Πα,ÝÑı pAq “
ź
tPTαpρq
Tr
`
ΠtpAq
˘
.
It follows that E`Pα,A˘ “ rQα,A. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.8. We will prove Theorem 2.8. As in Section 2.6, we assume that
the electrical network G is finite. pUpx, yqqtx,yuPE will be a connection with values in Uβ,n,
β P t1, 2u. pΦ will denote the matrix valued GFF twisted by the connection U , with density
(2.16). We start by computing the two-point function of pΦ.
Lemma 3.2. Let x, y P V , i, j, i1, j1 P t1, . . . , nu and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R.
Then@pΦijpxqpΦi1j1pyqF pTrppΦ2q{2qDUβ,n “# ş
γ
@
F
`
TrppΦ2q{2` Lpγq˘DU
β,n
`
holUij1pγqholUji1pγq{2` holUii1pγqholUjj1pγq{2
˘
µx,ypdγq if β “ 1;ş
γ
@
F
`
TrppΦ2q{2` Lpγq˘DU
β,n
holUij1pγqholUji1pγqµx,ypdγq if β “ 2.
Proof. For x and y neighbor vertices in G, let Upx, yq be the linear endomorphism of Eβ,n defined
by
Upx, yqpMq “ Upx, yqMUpy, xq “ Upx, yqMUpx, yq˚.
Upx, yq is orthogonal for the inner product pM,M 1q ÞÑ TrpMM 1q, and
Upy, xq “ Upx, yq´1.
So, we see pUpx, yqqtx,yuPE as an orthogonal connection over a vector bundle with fiber Eβ,n.
For a path γ on G and M P Eβ,n,`
holU pγq˘pMq “ holU pγqMholU pγq˚.
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According to Theorem 2.4, for any M,M 1 P Eβ,n, x, y P V and F a bounded measurable function
RV Ñ R,A
Tr
`pΦpxqM˘Tr `pΦpyqM 1˘F pTrppΦ2q{2qEU
β,n
“
ż
γ
A
F
`
TrppΦ2q{2` Lpγq˘EU
β,n
TrpM`holU pγq˘pM 1qqµx,ypdγq
“
ż
γ
A
F
`
TrppΦ2q{2` Lpγq˘EU
β,n
TrpMholU pγqM 1holU pγq˚qµx,ypdγq.
For i, j P t1, . . . , nu, let Dij be the matrix with all entries zero, except the entry ij, which equals
1. Then the following holds.
‚ In the case β “ 1, pΦijpxq “ Tr `pΦpxqpDij{2`Dji{2q˘,pΦi1j1pyq “ Tr `pΦpyqpDi1j1{2`Dj1i1{2q˘, and
TrppDij{2`Dji{2qholU pγqpDi1j1{2`Dj1i1{2qholU pγq˚q “ holUij1pγqholUji1pγq{2`holUii1pγqholUjj1pγq{2.
This includes the case i “ j or i1 “ j1.
‚ In the case β “ 2,pΦijpxq “ Tr `pΦpxqpDij{2`Dji{2q˘` i Tr `ipΦpxqpDij{2´ iDji{2q˘ “ Tr `pΦpxqDji˘,pΦi1j1pyq “ Tr `pΦpyqpDi1j1{2`Dj1i1{2q˘` i Tr `ipΦpyqpDi1j1{2´ iDj1i1{2q˘ “ Tr `pΦpyqDj1i1˘,
and
TrpDjiholU pγqDj1i1holU pγq˚q “ holUij1pγqholUji1pγq.
This includes the case i “ j or i1 “ j1.

In what follows, we will give a detailed proof of Theorem 2.8 only in the case
β “ 1. The case β “ 2 is similar, and actually simpler, since no twisted ribbon edges
are involved.
As in Section 3.1, we will consider the space of formal polynomials C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
.
We will also use the formal variables pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|. In addition to the latter, we
will also introduce formal commuting variables pXijpk, k1qq 1ďi,jďn,
1ďkďk1ď|α|
, also commuting with
pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkďk1ď|α|. For k ą k1, we will identify Xijpk, k1q to Xjipk1, kq. We will see pXijpk, k1qq1ďi,jďn
as a formal matrix X pk, k1q. We will use the space of formal polynomials C
”
pXijpk, k1q,Ykk1 , pYkk1q 1ďi,jďn,
1ďkďk1ď|α|
ı
.
We also consider the C-linear mappE : C”pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
Ñ C
”
pXijpk, k1q,Ykk1 , pYkk1q 1ďi,jďn,
1ďkďk1ď|α|
ı
defined by the following rules.
(1) pEp1q “ 1.
(2) For any monomial R of odd total degree, pEpRq “ 0.
(3) For any monomial of form MijpkqMi1j1pk1q, with k ď k1,pEpMijpkqMi1j1pk1qq “ Xij1Xji1pk, k1qYkk1 ` Xii1Xjj1pk, k1qpYkk1 .
(4) For any monomial of even total degree of form Mi1j1pk1qMi2j2pk2q . . .Mi2qj2qpk2qq,
pE`Mi1j1pk1qMi2j2pk2q . . .Mi2qj2qpk2qq˘ “ ÿ
partitions of
t1,...,2qu
in pairs
tta1,b1u,...,taq ,bquu
qź
l“1
pEpMialjal pkalqMibljbl pkblqq,
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where the sum runs over the p2qq!{p2qq!q partitions of t1, . . . , 2qu in pairs.
Let VX ,Y be the linear subspace of C
”
pXijpk, k1q,Ykk1 , pYkk1q 1ďi,jďn,
1ďkďk1ď|α|
ı
spanned by the mono-
mials R satisfying the following conditions:
‚ @ 1 ď k ď k1 ď |α|, degYkk1 R` degpYkk1R ď 1;‚ @ 1 ď k ď k1 ď |α|, if ř1ďi,jďn degXijpk,k1qR ď 1, then degYkk1 R` degpYkk1R “ 1,
where the notation deg with a variable in subscript means the partial degree in this variable.
If P P VX ,Y, one can construct out of P a real valued measure on the space of multi-path Ω
(3.1) by substituting each variable Ykk1 and pYkk1 , with k ď k1 by the measure 12µxk,xk1 pdγkk1q,
and each variable Xijpk, k1q by the density holUijpγkk1q. Indeed, on VX ,Y there is no ambiguity to
which path the holonomy refers, so the measure actually makes sense. We will denote by VM the
linear subspace of C
”
pMijpkqq1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
ı
spanned by the monomials R such that @k P t1, . . . , |α|u,ř
1ďi,jďn degMijpkq ď 1. It is easy to see that pEpVMq Ă VX ,Y. For polynomials P P VM, one has
the analogue of Lemma 3.1. We state it without proof, as it is a straightforward consequence
of Lemma 3.2 and of the definition of pE .
Lemma 3.3. Let be a polynomial P P VM. For F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R, one
has the following equality:A
P
´`
Mijpkq “ pΦijpxkq˘1ďi,jďn,
1ďkď|α|
¯
F pTrppΦ2q{2qE
β“1,n
“ż
Ω
A
F
`
TrppΦ2q{2` ÿ
γPω
Lpγq˘E
β“1,n
ˆ
ˆ pEpPq`pXijpk, k1q “ holUijpγkk1q,Ykk1 “ pYkk1 “ 12µxk,xk1 pdγkk1qq 1ďi,jďn1ďkďk1ď|α|˘pdωq.
We can now prove Theorem 2.8.
Proof of Theorem 2.8, case β “ 1. We will use the notations of the proofs of Theorems 2.6 and
2.7.
For ρ P Rα a ribbon pairing and t P Tαpρq a trail, we will associated to t a product of
matrices Apk, k1q or Apk1, kqT, and X pk, k1q. For each sequence k Ñ k1 in the trail t we add
the factor Apk, k1q to the product, and for each sequence k Ð k1, we add the factor Apk1, kqT.
Moreover, for each sequence k
.“ k1, we add to the product the factor X pk, k1q. In the product the
factors respect the cyclic order on the trail. We will denote this product ΠtpX , Aq. Although
the product itself depends not only on the trail t, but on the specific representative of the
equivalence class of t, the trace Tr
`
ΠtpX , Aq
˘
does not depend on the specific representative
chosen.
Let pQα,A be the polynomial of C”pXijpk, k1q,Ykk1 , pYkk1q 1ďi,jďn,
1ďkďk1ď|α|
ı
obtained by the partial
substitution
pQα,A “ Qα``Zt “ Tr `ΠtpX , Aq˘˘t trail, pYkk1 , pYkk1q1ďkăk1ď|α|˘
“
ÿ
ρPRα
´ ź
tPTαpρq
Tr
`
ΠtpX , Aq
˘¯Yρ.
The polynomial Pα,A (3.5) is in VM. So, Lemma 3.3 ensures that we only need to show thatpEpPα,Aq “ pQα,A.
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We have thatpE`Pα,A˘ “ÿ
ρPRα
´ ÿ
ÝÑı PI
Πα,ÝÑı pAq
ź
ta,buPEstrpρq
Xiajbpa, bqXjaibpa, bq
ź
ta1,b1uPEtwpρq
Xia1 ib1 pa1, b1qXja1jb1 pa, bq
¯
Yρ.
Each time a factor Ajkik1 pk, k1q, Xiajbpa, bq, Xjaibpa, bq, Xia1 ib1 pa1, b1q, respectively Xja1jb1 pa, bq
appears in the product above, the corresponding pair of indices jkik1 , iajb, jaib, ia1ib1 , respectively
ja1jb1 lies on the same trail of ρ (see Figure 7). Thus, one can refactorize the product
Πα,ÝÑı pAq
ź
ta,buPEstrpρq
Xiajbpa, bqXjaibpa, bq
ź
ta1,b1uPEtwpρq
Xia1 ib1 pa1, b1qXja1jb1 pa, bq
trail by trail: ź
tPTαpρq
Π
t,ÝÑı pX , Aq.
Each factor Π
t,ÝÑı pX , Aq is a term in the expansion of the trace Tr
`
ΠtpX , Aq
˘
. 
4. The case of Dyson’s Brownian motion
In this section we explain how Theorem 2.6 extends to the continuous one-dimensional case
and the so-called Dyson’s Brownian motion.
Our space will be R. Let pBtqtě0 denote a standard Brownian motion on R, and TB0 the first
hitting time of 0. pBt px, yq will denote the heat kernel
pBt px, yq “ 1?
2pit
exp
´
´ py ´ xq
2
2t
¯
.
Px,y,Bt will denote the standard Brownian bridge probability measure from x to y in time t. Fix
κ ą 0 a constant. µx,yκ will be the following measure on Brownian paths from x to y:
µx,yκ pdγq “
ż `8
0
Px,y,Bt pdγqpBt px, yqe´κtdt.
We see κdx as a uniform killing measure on R, and µx,yκ pdγq as a measure on massive Brownian
paths, using the Quantum Field Theory terminology, the mass being given by κ. Given a
Brownian path γ, one can define its family of Brownian local times (see [RY99], Chapter VI):
`Bt pγqpxq “ lim
εÑ0
1
2ε
ż t
0
1|γpsq´x|ăεds.
If γ is a Brownian path of total duration T pγq, we will denote
LBpγqpxq “ `BT pγqpγqpxq.
The Green’s function of ´12 d
2
dx2
` κ on R is
Gκpx, yq “ 1?
2κ
e´
?
2κ|y´x| “ Ex
”
κ
ż `8
0
`Bt pBqpyqe´κtdt
ı
.
Gκpx, yq is the total mass of the measure µx,yκ .
Consider now that pφrijpxqqxPR,1ďiďjďn, pφiijpxqqxPR,1ďiăjďn are n2 i.i.d. stochastic processes,
with pφrijpxqqxPR a stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, solution to the stochastic differential
equation
dφrijpxq “
?
2dW pxq ´ ?2κφrijpxqdx,
dW pxq being the white noise. The covariances of pφrijpxqqxPR are given by the massive Green’s
function Gκ. For β P t1, 2u, let pΦpβ,nqpxqqxPR be the matrix valued stochastic process, with
values in Eβ,n defined as in (2.14). Its family of eigenvalues λ
pβ,nq
1 pxq ě λpβ,nq2 pxq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
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λ
pβ,nq
n pxq is the Dyson’s Brownian motion (see [Meh04], Chapter 9). It is stationary and satisfies
the SDE
dλ
pβ,nq
i pxq “
?
2dWipxq ´
?
2κλ
pβ,nq
i pxqdx` β
?
2κ
ÿ
1ďjďn
j‰i
1
λ
pβ,nq
i pxq ´ λpβ,nqj pxq
dx,
where dWipxq are independent white noises. The invariant distribution of pλpβ,nq1 , λpβ,nq2 , . . . , λpβ,nqn q
is proportional to
1λ1ěλ2ě¨¨¨ěλn
ź
1ďiăjďn
pλi ´ λjqβe´
?
κ
2
pλ21`¨¨¨`λ2nqdλ1 . . . dλn.
Let be α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmpαqq, where for all l P t1, 2, . . . ,mpαqu, αl P Nzt0u, and |α| even.
Let be x1, x2, . . . , x|α| P R with
x1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xα1 , xα1`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xα1`α2 , . . . , x|α|´αmpαq`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ x|α|.
So there are at most mpαq distinct points, and we use multiple indices for the same point for
commodity of notations. Let µ
pxα1 ,α1q,...,px|α|,αmpαqq
α,β,n,κ be the measure on families of |α|{2 Brownian
paths obtained by replacing in the polynomial Pα the variable N by n, the variables Ykk1 by
the measures wstrpβqµxk,xk1κ , and the variables pYkk1 by the measures wtwpβqµxk,xk1κ . Theorem 2.6
generalizes in the continuous one-dimensional setting in a straightforward way as follows.
Proposition 4.1. For β P t1, 2u and F a bounded measurable function RV Ñ R, one has the
following equality:
E
”mpαqź
l“1
´ nÿ
i“1
λ
pβ,nq
i pxαlqαl
¯
F
´1
2
nÿ
i“1
pλpβ,nqi q2
¯ı
“
ż
γ1,...γ|α|{2
E
”
F
´1
2
nÿ
i“1
pλpβ,nqi q2`LBpγ1q`¨ ¨ ¨`LBpγ|α|{2q
¯ı
µ
pxα1 ,α1q,...,px|α|,αmpαqq
α,β,n,κ pdγ1, . . . , dγ|α|{2q,
where Er ¨ sµx1,x2,...,x|α|α,β,n,κ p¨q is a product measure. In particular, the moments are given by
E
”mpαqź
l“1
´ nÿ
i“1
λ
pβ,nq
i pxαlqαl
¯ı
“ PαpN “ n, pYkk1 “ wstrpβqGκpxk, xk1q, pYkk1 “ wtwpβqGκpxk, xk1qq1ďkăk1ď|α|q.
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